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Tazria beginss with a discussion of the ritual purity of a woman follow
wing childbirth and
goes on to reelate the treatmentt of leprosy. Reflecting on this juxtaposition of topics,
my thoughts turned to the Zikaa virus, which has garnered
g
global atttention because of
evidence it may
m cause birth defeects in the children of mothers infecteed while pregnant.
The Centers for Disease Contrrol advisory above reflects a measureed response to an
outbreak of a disease that mighht easily cause panic among under- (o
or over-) informed
members of the public. The advisory omits the details of thee worst outcomes
associated witth the disease, and
d explicitly directs concerned
c
mothers-to-be to talk with
a doctor, rathher than to indepenndently seek details about a potential affliction—all too
tempting, as well as potentiallyy fraught, in our innformation-saturateed age, as anyone
who has checcked WebMD for a routine rash or sto
omachache knows.
The text in Tazria
T
similarly prrovides a restraineed response to lep
prosy, providing a
methodical, step-by-step
s
appro
oach to a disease thhat one midrash exxplicitly associates
with the Chilldren of Israel “going wild” (ki ha’am
m paru’a; Lev. Rabbah 17:3). Putting
aside the elements of this treaatment that seem primitive by modeern standards, this
week’s parashhah sets a clear staandard for how leaaders, in this case the
t priests, should
deal with diseease—not only addressing the physiical health of the infected or those
vulnerable to
o infection, but allso working to prrevent an unnecesssary panic about
contagion am
mong ill-informed members
m
of the com
mmunity.
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When I was 12, a few weeks
w
before myy bat mitzvah I went
w in to meet with
w one
of thee rabbis of myy synagogue. At the time, thee synagogue neewsletter
included a “pasuk of thhe week,” a versee from that week’s Torah portion that was
particuularly interesting or thought provvoking. Howeverr, as the rabbi co
onfessed
to me, the week of myy bat mitzvah waas to be the end of that custom.. He just
couldnn’t find anything that fit the bill. T
That week’s parasshah? Tazria.
In manny ways, all of Leviticus
L
is consid
dered the flyoveer territory of thee Torah,
sometthing that one neeeds to get throuugh as quickly as possible to get from
f
the
rich naarratives of Geneesis and Exodus to the wars and reminiscing of Numbers
N
and Deuteronomy.
D
A Tazria is seeen as the worst of the worst, with its
And
meditaations and legal rulings
r
on childb
birth, impurity, annd tzara’at, whichh is some
sort of skin disease. Inn addition to beeing unappealing
g, it feels irrelevaant, and
even offensive,
o
to ourr modern values and sensibilitiess. So what should
d we, as
Jews living in 2016, maake of Parashat T
Tazria?
d, there is much for
f us to
I stronngly believe that,, despite the chaallenges involved
learn from
f
Leviticus, and
a even from Tazria. So to choo
ose a pasuk of thhe week,
here iss what I suggest.
The Torah
T
requires thhat, if the priest who is inspecting the person witth a skin
condittion finds that hee has tzara’at, thee priest declare him unclean. Thhen, “the
personn with tzara’at, who has the skin lesion, his clothinng is torn and hiss head is
uncovvered, and he shhall cover his up
pper lip and cryy out, ‘Impure, im
mpure!’”
(Lev. 13:45).
1
At firsst glance, the inssistence that thee victim be forceed to identify himself as
impuree seems cruel. Itt is bad enough tto be sent out fro
om the camp annd exiled
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by the community at his moment of need. Does he really need to call
further attention to himself? Must we add to his humiliation? However,
there is another way to read this verse, one that presents a paradigm that
applies even when concerns about tzara’at have fallen away.
To understand how tzara’at and its subsequent punishment might relate to
the modern world, it is helpful to understand how the Rabbis regarded the
condition, which was likely as mysterious to them as it is to us. The most
common explanation of how tzara’at occurs frames it as a physical
manifestation of our internal failings—specifically, the habit of lashon harah,
or speaking badly about others. The Midrash makes a pun, connecting the
metzorah, the one who is afflicted with this skin disease, to the motzi shem
ra, the one who ruins someone’s reputation by spreading lies about that
person (Lev. Rabbah Parashat Metzorah par. 16:6). (This is a fairly typical
example of rabbinic punning, one of the Rabbis’ favorite exegetical tools.)
According to this midrash, because there are five sections of the Torah that
discuss the disease of tzara’at, one who is a motzi shem ra has transgressed
the entire five books of the Torah.
Building on this assumption, a midrash in the Sifra explains that when
Miriam is struck with tzara’at in Numbers 12, it is because she was criticizing
Moshe behind his back. The Sifra assumes that evil speech not only causes
tzara’at, but specifically causes it in the face, because “skin lesions do not
appear except through evil speech” (par. 5:7). Following the line of
reasoning in this framework, forcing the stricken to cry out that they are
unclean becomes a type of karmic retribution. The stricken person had
spoken in an inappropriate manner about others, and by declaring his or
her own uncleanliness, the person is opening the door to being talked
about in the same way. Speaking carelessly about others, without regard to
the others’ reputations, will cause one to be similarly excluded from the
community.
But surely, forcing the victim to cry out “Impure, impure” cannot simply be
about retribution. Generally, following mitzvot is meant to be restorative,
rather than punitive, and surely the system would not be set up in a way
that would cause others to sin by encouraging them to talk about the
stricken. “Impure, impure,” then, must be about something else.
Often, it is difficult to acknowledge our own weaknesses and failings. We
excuse behaviors in ourselves that we condemn in others, justifying our
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actions even as we are uncomfortably aware that we do not really believe we
are doing the right thing. Imagine if, every time we wronged ourselves and
others, we were forced to stand up and admit it. Imagine if we were forced to
declare ourselves impure every time we felt thus on the inside. Imagine if we
had a physical sign of our sins and our failings. Would this not help us
change—and improve—our behaviors?
So perhaps this is a lesson we can take from this strange parashah, Tazria.
While it may be true that we are (thankfully!) not struck by this mysterious
disease anymore, the process that one goes through to cleanse oneself can
inform the way we think about our own process of self-improvement. If we
created a space—an expectation for ourselves—wherein we had no choice
but to be honest about our shortcomings, it seems likely that we would strive
to improve ourselves and show more compassion for the weaknesses of
others. Rather than hiding behind excuses, we would be forced to stand
before the world and say, Look, this is who I am, both for good and for bad.
And while this might cause us to be temporarily separated from our
communities, ultimately it would have the potential to bring us back in,
presenting a more honest and more righteous version of ourselves, scars and
all.
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